About the Floyd Memorial Foundation

The Floyd Memorial Foundation is a tax-exempt
organization established solely to support the mission
and needs of Floyd Memorial Hospital and Health
Services, and its affiliate organizations. Establishing
and maintaining relationships with individuals,
businesses and others who support our mission
and have the willingness and capacity to make
contributions to our organization accomplish this.
Every day, miracles happen at Floyd Memorial;
lives are saved, pain is relieved, broken bones and
spirits are mended. The compassion and family
focus of our physicians, associates and volunteers
are beyond compare in the region, and we strive
to maintain our facilities and technology on the
leading edge of treatment.
To guarantee the continuance of this level of quality,
we rely on the generosity of our friends who make
contributions to support our mission and ensure
the well being of all who come to us for care. We
know that when you and your family use any of the
services of our Hospital, excellence is not just an
option, it is an expectation. The Foundation acts as a
vital link between the Hospital’s vision of excellence
and its financial capacity to provide only the best for
the community it serves.
Financial contributions from individuals, organizations,
corporations and others are used to promote health
and healing, to provide the latest facilities and
technology and to improve the quality of life for the
people in our region. Gifts from the community are
vital to provide for projects that cannot be funded
through general operating revenue.

Floyd Memorial Foundation
1850 State Street, New Albany, IN 47150
Office: (812) 949-5519 • Fax: (812) 948-7685
Email: fmfoundation@fmhhs.com
If you do not wish to be contacted for fund-raising efforts,
please notify us in writing at the above address.

Commemorative
Giving Program

Commemorative Gifts

Recognizing Your Gift

We all know someone special – someone we
admire, respect and love. These relationships
are priceless and a gift in memory or in honor
as a tribute to someone is gratifying indeed.

When commemorative gifts are received, the family
of the deceased (memorial) or the honoree will be
notified; however, the amount of the contribution
will not be disclosed.

Gifts are unique ways to express your feelings,
showing that you care in a way that will provide
a lasting tribute – and providing a gift that will
outlast any material possession.

When the Foundation is made aware of its designation
as the recipient of memorial acknowledgements for
an individual, the Foundation will submit a list of
donors and addresses to the family approximately
two (2) weeks after said designation has been made.

Your gifts help to strengthen our community
Hospital by funding projects and programs
that would otherwise not be possible for the
organization. As with all gifts to the Floyd
Memorial Foundation, you may direct your
gift to any area you choose.
Memorial Gifts – To Express More
Than Sympathy
More frequently in our region...friends, family
members and associates of bereaved persons
are choosing to express respect and condolences
in more enduring ways than cards and flowers.
They are making gift memorials that offer
consolation to the family and reverence for the
deceased. Also, someone may want to acknowledge
the anniversary of a person’s passing.
Tribute Gifts – To Express Thanks,
Congratulations, or Celebrate a Holiday
So many of us have all of the material things we
need – and more. And it gets harder each year to
find just the right gift for that someone special.
Why not consider a gift to the Floyd Memorial
Foundation for such occasions?
A “Tribute” Gift is an honored gift that can be used to
say “Get Well,” “Happy Birthday,” “Happy Anniversary,”
“Happy Holiday” or for any other special day or event
in someone’s life.

The donor (and their gift) will be acknowledged in
a letter within two days of receipt of the donation.
The letter will serve as a receipt and will indicate
the tax-deductible amount of their gift.
All donors will be entered on the Foundation’s
Annual Donor Honor Roll published on the Internet
in January of each year.
Donors making donations of $5,000 or more
are offered exclusive membership in the Floyd
Memorial Foundation’s Heritage Society. As its name
suggests, the Heritage Society conveys a tradition of
exceptional generosity. Membership in the Heritage
Society welcomes each member into a close circle
of friends who periodically gather for social events.
Additionally, those making cumulative donations of
$5,000 or more will be appropriately listed on the
Recognition Wall located near the Main Lobby,
adjacent to the Surgery Waiting Room. The donor
shall select the wording for their recognition piece.
Naming opportunities are available to individuals
desiring to name a part of the hospital after someone
(in memory of a departed loved one, in their family
name, or in honor of someone).

